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The Other Citterns, part 2: Carved Citterns, and some variations.
Those citterns built by assembling parts made from many pieces of wood, and covered
in previous articles, seem to have originated in the iron-working industrial areas of
Germany, quickly spreading through France and the Low Countries to England, and
thence to Italy. This is undoubtedly an over-simplification due to a lack of source
material and examples. However Vincenzo Galileo did write1 ‘The cittern was used
first, before other nations, in England, in which island they were already made to
perfection.’ In Italy though, a wire-strung instrument already existed, called cetera,
cythera. kythera, and variations, deriving from the cetra which can be seen in many
intarsias, and Luca della Robbia’s Cantoria in Florence.

These already had the flat back, comb, pegs inserted from above, smaller ‘wings’, and a
cut-away neck (visible in some intarsias) which became typical of the traditional Italian
cittern. Only a few paintings show transitional instruments. Two are by Girolamo dai
Libri - the Initial B, with David playing the “lute” in the V&A, and a‘Virgin and Child’
with three angel musicians in S. Giorgio, Verona. What seems to be the earliest fully
developed cittern extant is labelled Franciscus Antonius Plebanus 1536, now in the
Musée de la Musique. With a string length of 542 mm it is obviously larger than a cetra,
probably tuned b,a.d,f#,g,e. (Two existing later citterns do have a similar string length,

but at least seven have a string length approximately 610-620 mm, probably tuned
a,g,c,e,f,d.) My photographs and dimensions were made some forty years ago when the

instrument was in the museum of the Paris Conservatoire. Note a corrected mistake in
the running measurement. The instrument has body, neck and the central section of the
pegbox carved from one piece. This central section must be the remains of a peghead.
The pegbox sides are separate, with almost invisible joints. Possibly the alteration was
made when the original blind pegholes wore too large, so the pegs could be mostly
original? The head is again almost invisibly attached, by a tenon, to the end of the
pegbox/head, probably original. There would once have been a comb, like other carved
citterns, and the hitch-plate and end-pin are later additions. There may be only one bar
supporting the belly. Most of the larger carved citterns seem to have two - one near the
greatest width and a second above the rose - but smaller citterns, like the Campi in the
RCM, have only one. Uniquely, the position of the Plebanus’ bar is made visible by
having a line of seven dowels at its widest point, similar to those seen on some hurdygurdies. The current frets are formed from three or four strips of brass both in front of
and behind ivory? bone? wedges. They seem to be replacements rather than deliberately
constructed. The other two similarly-sized citterns, C63 in Vienna Kunsthistorisches
Museum and Nr 613 in Leipzig Musikinstrumentenmuseum are simpler, with decoration
confined to the rose and small, perhaps altered, finials. They are again diatonic, but have
chromatic 4th courses like some larger citterns to be described below. In their case
however, instead of small frets inserted only below the 4th course, frets are set in from
the bass side - this being simpler woodwork, and not affecting usage. There is no
evidence to indicate how this course was used by musicians, but the large percentage of
the remaining citterns where it is present indicates that it was valued. The very small
repertoire extant seems to be playable with or without the chromatic fourth course but
present-day use of all these citterns must rest with the musician.
The encounter between the four course instrument from England and the traditional
cittern gave the Brescian cittern its six and seven courses, but also produced variations
in the traditional carved instrument, which was now made in a variety of sizes, with
octave strings on its lowest course for a short time, and sometimes with chromatic
fretting. Eventually it was to be constructed rather than carved, while retaining the
appearance of the carved instrument. Two drawings are available. The larger cittern by
Augustinus of Urbino, from the Victoria and Albert Museum (catalogue 10/1) which is
now exhibited in the Horniman Museum in South London. String length 620 mm,
originally 13 pegs with octaves on the third course but later altered to 6 double courses.
The drawing indicates that it is a four course instrument - it never was - but is otherwise
a reasonably accurate depiction of its state as is, and can easily be redrawn for building
a new instrument with or without decoration. The original rose is lost; the replacement
was made by Bob Hadaway. The Royal College of Music, London publishes a drawing
of their Campi cittern, string length 430 mm, and also a limited number of photographs
of the instrument. I now regret that in the seventies, when information was scarce, I
made several four course instruments for the English repertoire based on the Campi.
They do work as intended, but there is no evidence for carved citterns outside Italy, nor
for four course instruments in Italy - apart perhaps from Praetorius’ naming of the
‘French’ and ‘Italian’ tunings, and Gasparo da Salo’s cittern with five courses as a
possible intermediate stage between four and six courses. What little tablature is

available also suggests that Italian citterns were mostly regarded as four course
instruments with additional courses.2

Whichever model is chosen, the grain direction should be as above. This means that the
least shrinkage will be across the belly, and that the tendency will be for it to rise,
resisting any sagging under string tension. The Augustinus and other large citterns will
require a large slab of wood and there is a temptation to save wood when producing two
instruments by placing their necks parallel along the centre of the plank. This is
inadvisable because it may cause the neck to eventually twist. It needs to be as central to
the grain as possible.

Unlike the built citterns, all carved citterns have the belly continuing the line of the
neck/fingerboard joint. Shaping the body is mainly straightforward. The shape of the
back needs to be left until the rough work of hollowing the interior is done. The easiest
tool to remove the bulk of the interior is a drill-press with a reliable depth stop. The
sketches above are exaggerated and not to scale but should indicate how the drill will be
used. The back will have a flat or nearly flat floor laterally. Easy mistakes to avoid:
omitting the comb or the scroll always present where the sides join the neck-block (see
the Plebanus above) when cutting the outline; drilling into the area that the sides will
occupy when clearing the interior; commencing the slope of the sides from the initial
outline without considering the position of their upper edge related to the curve of the
soundboard. Here also remember that this will be affected by the rebates for the

soundboard behind the comb and in the neck-block. It is sensible to leave everything
oversize initially. There will be shrinkage however long the wood has been seasoned.
Probably historically blanks were worked in stages, and certainly an interval of a few
months between roughing-out and finishing the body is recommended. Some
dimensions for the larger citterns: side thickness - 5-6 mm, thicker on the short grain
areas; rise over the back exterior - 6-8 mm; back thickness - 5+ mm at centre, 2 mm at
the gutter (which is not always present) The rise over the centre of the belly will be
around 10 mm to which will be added 3-3.5 mm for the soundboard rebates. Further
dimensions can be found at cittern.theaterofmusic.com/articles/builders_notes.html and
in Lute News 75, October 2005.
A suggested order of working might be:
Cut out the complete outline . Mark out and drill the floor of the body. Use carving tools
to clear. It will be safe to roughly angle the interior of the sides, though more work will
be needed later. Mark the outline of the top of the cittern’s sides on the still vertical
sides of the block. Angle the exterior guided by this outline. (One way of obtaining this
line is to fasten a sheet of card or thin plywood to formers shaped as negatives of the
main bar, and use it as the bellies were used in part 3 of my articles on the built citterns
in Fomrhi Quarterly 140, March 2018.) Plane the back away to match the side elevation
in the drawing, as seen on the right in the picture below. Some of the previously vertical
exterior is still just visible. The left-hand cittern is merely to show its interior at this
stage, which is a reasonable time to allow the body to adjust before continuing.

The interior will require finishing with small planes, scrapers or whatever you usually
use, and the exterior can be shaped. A modified or home-built thickness caliper will be

useful, especially if the model has guttering (photo above left). The photo also shows
details of how the comb is used, with a small rod around which each course passes.
Only one is still in situ, on the Campi ceterone in Florence (see below), but its previous
use can be seen on those extant citterns whose combs remain comparatively intact.
When the teeth are used to hold wire loops, by musicians or museum curators, they are
rapidly damaged or even disappear and need replacing as has happened to the Plebanus
cittern above.

The bar or bars are fitted with their tops level with the two rebates. For the large citterns
the main bar will be about 21 mm deep at the centre, including a rise of 10 mm above
the sides, and 6 mm thick on the upper surface, tapering slightly to a wedge shape
below. It is placed at the greatest width or very slightly towards the rose. A second bar
will be proportionally smaller, but retain the 6 mm upper surface. Many extant bars are
set into slots which traverse the sides. Just as many are set into rebates. Either method
has disadvantages. There will be some shrinkage of the body over time. Those bars
which pass through the sides will eventually protrude a little, disturbing varnish or
carved decoration. Those set into rebates can force the sides apart, causing splits.
Neither are functionally damaging, but both are aesthetically displeasing. When setting
bars into rebates, I have learnt to glue them in only very lightly, and leave a gap of a
millimetre or so at each end. Hopefully nothing will happen in my lifetime!
Attaching the soundboard is comparatively simple and the Plebanus’ dowels seem
completely unnecessary. Retain the soundboard’s full thickness so that it will bend
evenly. It is glued to the bars and sides simultaneously. After the sides are in place, use
an ordinary domestic iron across the bars to reheat the glue, and perhaps a strip of wood
or ply as a clamp, though this is probably not necessary. When dry, it can be thicknessed
as previously described. Depending on the wood used, it should be 4 mm or a little more
down the centre line, thinning to 1.5-2 mm at the sides. It will need to be flush with the
surface of both the comb and the neck-block. The fingerboard will be glued to the
soundboard, and instead of an end-button, a slot about 25 mm wide cut into its
underside near the 15th and 16th frets, at about the cittern’s balance point, will allow a
strap to be inserted. I know of no illustration of it in use although there are several
paintings of citterns being played in an appropriate position.

Carved citterns all employ pegheads instead of pegboxes. Musicians seem to prefer
them, but they are less straightforward for the maker. As the photos above show, they
are mostly set at an angle into a sloping surface, and into blind holes. This allows very
little adjustment when reaming the drilled holes. The angled arrangement of course
allows more finger-room when tuning, and the staggered central pegs allow an
unobstructed path from the nut.

I find that an ordinary violin peg reamer works for me. Very slightly thinner could be
better, and a steeper taper more authentic? This one has a diameter of 5.5 mm at its tip,
but the short length of these pegs means that they are no thicker than my pegbox pegs
where it matters. The right hand photo shows pegs for a Campi-sized cittern and for the
larger shown in the photos above. The scraper took some time to set correctly; it is the
only one I use and is reserved for these pegs. It is also drilled with 5.5 mm holes, some
reamed to various depths to check fit. Most woodworking drills will not enter a surface
at the angles required by the peghead, so a modified pattern is needed - the upper one in
the left hand photo. The ‘spike’ is sufficiently long for centring and is then followed by
the tangs of the drill to start the hole. With care. The lower drill bit is used to continue
the hole to the required depth; its steeper angle makes it a better ‘follower’ than the
usual shape of bit. Both were modified from 5.5 mm drill bits for me by my cabinetmaker son, but the upper at least is obtainable commercially. Fitting the tail end of a
large cittern in position 12 or 13 times under a drill-press is an impossibly fiddly task,
so I use an ordinary hand-drill aided by a block of wood with the necessary angles
marked on it, sticky-taped adjacent to the desired hole. Practice is essential - mistakes
will be nearly irreparable and wasteful of a lot of work. Later in the instrument’s life,
when pegs slip and no amount of talcum will stop them, they will be found to be
‘bottoming’, and slight shortening, or merely chamfering the end will cure it.
The photos below show a typical Dutch cittern for comparison, and three Italians.
These are loosely based on the Augustinus from the V&A, but simplified without the

carved decoration, and with six double courses, omitting the octave c’. Those on the left
have diatonic fretting with a chromatic 4th course. The back view shows the guttering
very clearly. The right-hand cittern has chromatic fretting at the client’s request.
The cittern by Girolamo Campi in RCM is an easily accessible model with the
published drawing, and photographs, etc in their excellent online catalogue. It is
branded Gironimo Canpi surrounding three ears of wheat or grass, suggesting that
Campi is the correct attribution and that he was also the maker of the ceterone below.
Possibly the carved decoration is an alteration. It is very similar to that on the citterns by
Girolamo Virchi in Paris and Oxford, and is carved from a separate piece of wood. The
head is in a different style and appears to be cast. (Another cittern with a cast head is the
Tilman in Berlin.) The originals would have been of plaster of Paris or gesso. Moulds
for cittern heads are listed amongst a violin-makers tools from Leiden.3

Diatonic and chromatic copies of the Campi cittern.
A particularly nicely carved head is on the similarly-sized cittern in the National Music
Museum in Rome. And a very open rose. The comb is damaged.

Most of these smaller instruments do not have the slot below the fingerboard for a strap,
nor end-pins. Presumably they were supported by the left-hand thumb and pressure
from the right wrist in the same way as Luca’s cetras above. Several have their fret ends
covered, some, like the Campi, with frets and ‘wedges’ inserted into blind slots from the
treble side; others with a separate strip of wood inserted into a rebate on one or both
sides. The former will add a little extra strength to the unsupported fingerboard. A
slightly larger instrument than the Campi, perhaps with top course d’ or chorton e’, is
the Salvatori in Paris which has apparently original chromatic fretting, and a
fingerboard slot.4
The late Stephen Gottlieb toured European museums in the 1970s collecting data and
photographing mainly lutes, but including a number of citterns. Stephen made this
important source freely available. It included data on the two following instruments,
both of which were held in the museo Bardini, Florence, and of which I was able to
make copies. Coincidentally both instruments are built to imitate carved citterns
although constructed from parts. The 6 course cittern doubtfully attributed to Nicola
Amati came to pieces during the floods of 1966, usefully for research! but the museo
was unable to locate it when I wished to clarify some details a few years ago. The only

dimensions that Stephen gives are a string length of 62 cm approx. 18 x 6 mm for the
main bar. Constructed from sycamore and walnut. Sides around 4mm on the straight
section, thinner towards bottom. Back 3-4 mm at centre, thinning towards the sides. The
neck is dovetailed into the block, with a nail added. This though, combined with the
photographs enabled a reconstruction. I was unable to determine whether it had 13 or 14
pegs as Stephen listed. The sides surround the back. Stephen was able to temporarily
reassemble some parts, so the sides may be rebated where they meet the back. They are
deeper than the back, as in my reconstruction.

The damaged comb and bottom block are integral. In the lower photo, part of the block
has disappeared into the light of the background. Note that the central stave of the back
is longer than its neighbours and all are rebated into the block.
Photographs by Stephen Gottlieb.

A simple block mould attached to a baseboard was sufficient to construct the body. The
sides of course will be somewhat banana-shaped and necessarily of two pieces. I buttjointed them to the back and added fabric patches as reinforcement. There have been no
problems to date. My own copy used octaves only on the lowest course. The decoration
around the rose is hopefully in the spirit of the original but not an exact copy. The
carved cittern strings use a tension of around 3.5 kg per string. For this one the tension
was reduced slightly. It is definitely somewhat louder than the carved instruments. The
pegs on the side of the peghead look difficult to arrange, but in fact work well.

Giovanni Baglione. Terpsichore, Muse of Dance, Musée des Beaux-Arts, d”Arras.

This is the only painting of a ceterone that I can find, but fortunately one instrument is
still extant. The field notes and photographs of this original instrument, in the museo
Bardini, Florence, are again by Stephen Gottlieb.

The label reads: Gieronimo Campi fece, Innocentio Peretti il Luchesino inventor,
presumably indicating that Peretti devised the instrument to be made by Campi, and that
perhaps this was the first one made.
The back is carved from one piece of sycamore or maple? with ‘wings’ added. I
estimated its thickness at the heel to be around 7-9 mm, 2-2.5 mm at the edges.The front
is 2 pieces of coarse pine with the narrow rings outside, 2-2.5 mm at the edges. Upper

and lower neck of one piece of lightly flamed sycamore. Fingerboard of sycamore
edged with walnut. Pegs of ebony? stained? Back arched like violin family, with a slight
gully at its outline. Front bent to a shallow arch.

The back is glued onto the ribs as in
guitar construction. All the joints are
disguised by inlay to match the
purfling. The lower peg-box has its
pegs inserted into apparently blind
holes, although the decoration does
leave the possibility that through holes
may have been covered by veneer. A
peg has come through in one instance,
and the upper peg-box has through
holes.
There are 17 slots in the comb, plus the spaces between the comb proper and the small
‘turrets’ at each end. A rod permits each string of a pair to pass around it and back
through the adjacent space. The single strings of the extended neck would require loops.
This is the only remaining rod we know, but their use on other citterns is indicated by
lack of wear on other combs also, for example on the Salvatori. It may well not be the
original, but its bent state suggests that it has been present for some time.
There are some slight differences in set-up from the carved instruments. The side view
of both back and belly shows the sides by almost straight lines between the blocks. The
front is arched only slightly by the bars, and the curve of the back is achieved by

carving, so that the neck has a very slight backward tilt - exacerbated by some later
bending in the wood. As a result, the action is now up to 10 mm at the 12th fret, and the
present bridge is probably higher than the original. Another problem with the bridge that
I encountered later was caused by string tension. I had found a tension of approximately
3.5 kg for the fingerboard and 5 kg for the upper single strings worked satisfactorily.
However the difference between the 7 kg of the fingerboard courses against the 5 kg of
the upper ones caused the bridge to move laterally to its own preferred position.
Fortunately I had left a little extra on the width of the neck and was able to remove
some from the treble side to make the fingerboard playable. Later when examining the
original instrument it seemed that Campi had had the same problem. The actual
construction was comparatively straightforward. Bending the thicker sides and putting a
slight, perhaps unnecessary, bend into the (two-piece) back took some extra care and
effort, but these are the only problems I can remember. The first one was made
specifically for John Eliot Gardiner’s production of Monteverdi’s ‘Orfeo’ in the early
eighties. Just two more since! There is no music extant for the ceterone, and only a
mention of chitarroni and ceteroni in a description of the original production to suggest
how it may have been used.
The mould is perhaps the ultimate in basic. The two jigs were used to apply pressure

when gluing the sides to the neck-block. Some experimenting with card templates is
needed. For the arch of the soundboards, I did scoop the sides after they had ben glued
to the back, and also angled the necks very slightly backward when gluing to the sides 2-3 mm at the position of the lower nut. Some pictures should answer better than words.

Stephen estimated the weight at 5 - 5.5 lbs. My own came out at 5.5 - 6 lbs, which
seemed satisfactory. Much of the weight is in the carved back, at least 6 mm in the
centre; also, not having made any extended neck instruments at that time, I probably left
the necks slightly on the heavy side. My button and strap-holder are not on the original,
although Terpsichore above does seem to have an unused strap-holder just below the
pegs in the lower peg-box. The felt pad shown under the strings at the comb was
unnecessary.

Tuning the traditional
citterns.
The clearest statement comes
from Mersenne.
Using a C clef, the top course
is an ‘a’.

In the left-hand panel below, reading right to left, Cerone again gives an ‘a’ for the top

course. He also adds an octave to the third course, and a problem for the second course.
An extra string or string pair is added here. As it shows again in the right-hand panel
(where the courses are arranged in ascending order) it seems unlikely to be a mistake. A

possibility is that an extra string is added in case the second course of brass, the most
likely to break, should do so (top course of iron). Or perhaps the sound here was thought
to need strengthening? There are at least two extant citterns with provision for 14 pegs,
but they could also have been intended for seven double courses. Using a reliable source
of wire today, Cerone’s usage here can be ignored.
The musicians for whom I made my three ceteroni all chose different tunings. Based on
a top course ‘a’, all used the 4 course tuning with variations on the traditional 6 course
and Virchi’s tuning, plus descending basses. Praetorius is one of the most valuable
sources we have, although he does occasionally err, particularly in the field of citterns.5
However, the tuning he gives for a 12 course cittern, if lowered by a fifth could be
suitable for the ceterone, and would relate it to the lirone, both using descending and
ascending fifths and fourths. Another is in Mersenne, but seems irretrievably garbled.

Robert Spencer’s ms gives a different tuning for the sixth course of the traditional
cittern, using Bb rather than d for the 6th course.

Both this and Kargel’s Doppel Cythar tablature commence tuning by establishing a fifth
between the 2nd and 3rd courses rather than the lute’s first string ‘as high as you dare’
so breakage was not regarded as a major problem, especially when octave strings were
not being used.

The setting-up of the 18 frets and low action of a cittern is more critical than a lute or
guitar’s and less adjustable later. It is tempting to lose oneself in the physicality of
carving a block of wood, but the later stages are the same as those for the built citterns,
and accuracy here depends on the reliability of the basic body and neck alignments.
Well-seasoned wood with further seasoning and waiting during the process seem
essential to avoid later problems. It is very possible that carved cittern bodies were
seasoned exactly as violin backs seem to have been. Seasoning means using the seasons.
Go slowly.
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